QUIZ!
Quiz Stuff

Use a full sheet of 8½x11" paper. (Half sheet? Half credit!)

Put your last name and first initial in the far upper left hand corner of the paper, where a staple would hit it. (It helps when sorting quizzes!)

Mitchell, W.

............................................................

No need to write out questions.

Numbering responses may help you avoid overlooking a question; it's ok to go ahead and pre-number your sheet.

Two minutes; five questions, plus one extra credit question.

Can everybody see this line?
Quiz 1, January 14, 2016
2 minutes; ½ point/answer; 2½ points total

1. What is the name of any one programming language created before 1975?

2. How many programming languages are there? (pick one: dozens, hundreds, thousands)

3. Who founded the UA CS department and in what year?

4. Name an area of research for which the UA CS department was recognized worldwide in the 1970s and 1980s.

5. Ideally, what percentage of your classmates will get an "A" in this course?

EC ½ point: What's the name of the most recently created language here in UA CS?